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Figure 1. Illustration of three typical frameworks. a) Explicit attribute generation: only considering mouth movements of talking head. b)
Explicit generation with implicit morphing: only generating explicit mouth movements and taking the implicit attributes from reference
videos. c) Our implicit attribute learning framework: generating explicit and implicit attributes from input audio in one unified framework.

Abstract
In this paper, we propose a talking face generation
method that takes an audio signal as input and a short target video clip as reference, and synthesizes a photo-realistic
video of the target face with natural lip motions, head poses,
and eye blinks that are in-sync with the input audio signal. We note that the synthetic face attributes include not
only explicit ones such as lip motions that have high correlations with speech, but also implicit ones such as head
poses and eye blinks that have only weak correlation with
the input audio. To model such complicated relationships
among different face attributes with input audio, we propose
a FACe Implicit Attribute Learning Generative Adversarial
Network (FACIAL-GAN), which integrates the phoneticsaware, context-aware, and identity-aware information to
synthesize the 3D face animation with realistic motions of
lips, head poses, and eye blinks. Then, our Rendering-toVideo network takes the rendered face images and the attention map of eye blinks as input to generate the photo-

realistic output video frames. Experimental results and user
studies show our method can generate realistic talking face
videos with not only synchronized lip motions, but also natural head movements and eye blinks, with better qualities
than the results of state-of-the-art methods.

1. Introduction
Synthesizing dynamic talking faces driven by input audio has become an important technique in computer vision,
computer graphics, and virtual reality. There have been
steady research progresses [4, 9, 10, 16, 26, 27, 31, 32, 40],
however, it is still very challenging to generate photorealistic talking faces that are indistinguishable from real
captured videos, which not only contain synchronized lip
motions, but also have personalized and natural head movements and eye blinks, etc.
The information contained in dynamic talking faces can
be roughly categorized into two different levels: 1) the at-
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tributes that need to be synchronized with the input audio, e.g., the lip motion that has strong correlations with the
signals of auditory phonetics; 2) the attributes that have only
weak correlations with the phonetic signal, e.g., the head
motion that is related to both the context of speech and the
personalized talking style and the eye blinking whose rate
is mainly decided by personal health condition as well as
external stimulus. Here we call the first type of attributes
to be explicit attributes, and the second type to be implicit
attributes.
It should be noted that the majority of existing works [9,
10, 16, 26, 27, 40] on talking face generation are focusing
on explicit attributes only, by synchronizing the lip motions
with input audio. Examples include Zhou et al. [40] disentangled the audio into subjected-related information and
speech-related information to generate clear lip patterns,
and Chen et al.’s Audio Transformation and Visual Generation (ATVG) networks [9] to transfer audio to facial landmarks and generate video frames conditioned on landmarks.
There are only a few recent efforts [7, 36, 41] exploring
the correlation between the implicit attributes of head pose
with the input audio. For example, Chen et al. [7] adopted
a multi-layer perceptron as the head pose learner to predict
the transformation matrix of each input frame. However,
it remains unclear on: (1) how the explicit and implicit attributes might potentially influence each other? (2) how to
model implicit attributes, such as head poses and eye blinks,
that depend not only on the phonetic signal, but also on the
contextual information of speech as well as the personalized
talking style?
To tackle these challenges, we propose a FACe Implicit
Attribute Learning (FACIAL) framework for synthesizing
dynamic talking faces, as shown in Fig. 2. (1) Unlike the
previous work [7] predicting implicit attributes using an individual head pose learner, our FACIAL framework jointly
learns the implicit and explicit attributes with the regularization of adversarial learning. We propose to embed all attributes, including Action Unit (AU) of eye blinking, head
pose, expression, identity, texture and lighting, in a collaborative manner so their potential interactions for talking face
generation can be modeled under the same framework. (2)
We design a special FACIAL-GAN in this framework to
jointly learn phonetic, contextual, and personalized information. It takes a sequence of frames as a grouped input
and generates a contextual latent vector, which is further encoded together with the phonetic information of each frame,
by individual frame-based generators. FACIAL-GAN is
initially trained on our whole dataset (Sec. 4). Given a
short reference video (2 ∼ 3 minutes) of the target subject, FACIAL-GAN will be fine-tuned with this short video,
so it can capture the personalized information contained in
it. Hence our FACIAL-GAN can well-capture all phonetic,
contextual, and personalized information of the implicit at-

tributes, such as head poses. (3) Our FACIAL-GAN can
also predict the AU of eye blinks, which is further embedded into an auxiliary eye-attention map for the final
Rendering-to-Video module, to generate realistic eye blinking in the synthesized talking face.
With the joint learning of explicit and implicit attributes,
our end-to-end FACIAL framework can generate photorealistic dynamic talking faces as shown in Fig. 1, superior to the results produced by the state-of-the-art methods.
The contribution of this paper is threefold: (1) We propose
a joint explicit and implicit attribute learning framework to
synthesize photo-realistic talking face videos with audiosynchronized lip motion, personalized and natural head motion, and realistic eye blinks. (2) We design a FACIALGAN module to encode the contextual information with the
phonetic information of each individual frame, to model the
implicit attributes needed for synthesizing natural head motions. (3) We embed the FACIAL-GAN generated AU of
eye blinking into an eye-attention map of rendered faces,
which achieves realistic eye blinks in the resulting video
produced by the Rendering-to-Video module.

2. Related Work
Audio-driven talking face generation Most of existing
talking face generation methods [4, 9, 10, 16, 26, 27, 31,
32, 40] focus on generating videos that are in sync with
the input audio stream. Chung et al. [10] proposed an
encoder-decoder CNN model using a joint embedding of
face and audio to generate synthesized talking face video
frames. Chen et al. [9] proposed a hierarchical structure to
first transfer audio to landmarks and then to generate video
frames conditioned on landmarks. However, in talking face
videos generated by these approaches, the head pose is almost fixed during the speech. To achieve photo-realistic
videos with head motion, several techniques [28, 23, 29, 34]
first generate the lip area that is in sync with input audio and
compose it into an original video. Suwajanakorn et al. [28]
used an audio stream from Barack Obama to synthesize a
photo-realistic video of his speech. However, this method is
applicable to other characters because of the requirement of
a large amount of video footage. Thies et al. [29] employed
a latent 3D model space to generate talking face video
which can be used for different people. However, those
methods cannot disentangle the head motion and facial expression due to their intrinsic limitations, which means the
head motion is irrelevant with the input audio. More recently, Chen et al. [7] and Yi et al. [36] focus on generating
head movement directly from input audio. Yi et al. [36]
proposed a memory-augmented GAN module to generate
photo-realistic videos with personalized head poses. However, due to the limitations of network and 3D model, their
generated face expression (e.g., eye blinks) and head motion
tend to be still. In comparison, we introduce the FACIAL-
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Figure 2. Overview of the proposed implicit attribute learning framework. Given input audio, the proposed FACIAL-GAN aims to generate
the explicit attributes (expression) and implicit attributes (eye blinking AU45, head pose) with jointly temporal correlations and local
phonetic features. The reference video is performed with a face reconstruction operation to provide a 3D model guidance for rendering
operation. Besides, a part-sensitive encoding takes the eye blinking action units as input and serves as eye attention maps for rendering
faces. These guidances are jointly combined to feed into the rendering-to-video network.

GAN module to integrate phonetic, contextual, and personalized information of the talking, and combine the synthesized 3D model with AU attention map to generate photorealistic videos with synchronized lip motion, personalized
and natural head poses and eye blinks.
Video-driven talking face generation Video-driven
talking face generation methods [20, 19, 39, 37, 24, 35, 30]
transferred face expression and slight head movements from
the given source video frames to target video frames. Zakharov et al. [37] presented a system to frame the few- and
one-shot learning of neural talking head models of unseen
people as adversarial training problems with high capacity
generators and discriminators. Kim et al. [20] introduced
a generative neural network to transfer head pose, face expression, eye gaze and blinks from a source actor to a portrait video based on the generated 3D model. However,
since the head movements and face expressions are guided
by the source video, these methods can only generate predetermined talking head movements and expressions which
is consistent with the source ones.

3. Approach
3.1. Problem Formulation
Given an input audio A and a short (2 ∼ 3 minutes) reference video V of the subject, our talking head synthesis
aims to generate a speech video S of the subject synchronized with A. The conventional steps to generate neural
talking head can be represented as:
Flip = G(E(A)),
S = R(Flip , V),

(1)

where Flip denotes the explicit features synthesized by an
adversarial generator G. E denotes audio feature extraction
network and R denotes the rendering network to translate
the synthesized features into the output video.
As mentioned above, this conventional synthesizing approach usually fails to capture the implicit attributes, e.g.,
dynamic head poses Mpose , and eye blinks Meye . Toward
this end, we further exploit the intrinsic interrelationships
among speech audio and these implicit attributes, namely
FACe Implicit Attribute Learning (FACIAL). Besides, we
introduce an auxiliary part attention map of eye regions E.
Our FACIAL synthesis process has the form:
{Flip , Mpose , Meye } = G(E(A)),
S = R(Flip , Mpose , E

Meye , V).

(2)

The overall framework in Fig. 2 is composed of two essential parts, i.e., a FACIAL Generative Adversarial Network
(FACIAL-GAN) to encode the joint explicit and implicit attributes, and a Rendering-to-Video network to synthesize
the output talking face video with synchronized lip motion,
natural head pose, and realistic eye blinks. Furthermore,
different attributes require individual encoding strategies,
the explicit attributes Flip are highly correlated with the
syllables of input audio, which are decided by each audio
frame. However, implicit features M{eye,pose} heavily relies on the long-term information, e.g., head movements of
the next frames are decided by the previous states. We thus
elaborate on how to embed these attributes into one unified
framework in the next subsections.

3.2. FACIAL-GAN
To jointly embed the explicit and implicit attributes in
one unified network, we need to: 1) generate explicit ex-
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as input and outputs the local feature ct . Now, we have
obtained the temporal features zt and local features ct for
time step t. One fully connected layer FC is used to map
zt and ct to the predicted parameters fˆt , p̂t , êt ∈ R71 . The
encoding process of FACIAL-GAN can be represented as:
zt = S(Gtem (E(A)|s), t),
ct = Gloc (S(E(A), t)),
[fˆt , p̂t , êt ] = FC(zt ⊕ ct ),

Figure 3. Framework of the proposed FACIAL-GAN. Gtem takes
the whole sequence of T frames as input to generate temporal vector z, while Gloc generates the local latent vector c of each frame.

pressions corresponding to phonetic features of each frame;
2) embed the contextual information, i.e., temporal correlations into the network for implicit attribute learning. We
propose FACIAL-GAN as a solution to achieve these goals.
The proposed FACIAL-GAN is composed of three essential parts: temporal correlation generator Gtem to build
contextual relationships and a local phonetic generator Gloc
to extract the characteristics of each frame. Besides, a discriminator network Df is employed to judge real or fake of
the generated attributes. As shown in Fig. 3, the input audio A is sampled by a sliding window of T frames, and is
prepossessed with DeepSpeech [17] to generate the feature
a ∈ R29×T . Let f denote the facial expression parameters,
p denote head pose features and e denote eye blink AU estimation, and use ft , pt and et to represent the features of
the t-th frame, respectively (See supplementary for details).
Temporal correlation generator: To extract the temporal correlations of the whole input sequence, our key idea
to feed the audio sequence A of T frames into a contextual encoder, which generates the latent global features z.
As taking the audio sequence as a whole, each unit of latent feature z is able to incorporate the information from
other frames. Hence the corresponding feature zt of the t-th
frame can be extracted by splitting the encoded feature z.
Given the DeepSpeech features a[0 : T − 1] of input audio
A and its initial state s = {f0 , p0 , e0 } ∈ R71 , we generate
the predicted temporal attribute sequence zt , t ∈ [0, T − 1]
with Gtem . The initial state s is introduced to ensure the
temporal continuity between generated sequences.
Local phonetic generator: The temporal network Gtem
focuses on the whole temporal domain, where the phonetic
features of each frame are not emphasized. Therefore, we
employ the local phonetic network Gloc to generate local
features ct for the t-th frame. Taking the t-th frame as an
example, Gloc takes audio features at = a[t − 8 : t + 8]

(3)

where function S(X, t) denotes splitting and extracting the
t-th feature block of feature X, and ⊕ is the feature concatenation operation. E denotes the audio feature extraction.
Learning objective: We supervise our generator networks Gtem and Gloc with the following loss functions:
LReg = ω1 Lexp + ω2 Lpose + ω3 Leye + ω4 Ls ,

(4)

where ω1 , ω2 , ω3 , and ω4 are the balancing weights, and
Ls is the L1 norm loss for the initial state values, which
guarantees the continuity between the generated sequences
of sliding windows:
Ls = kf0 − fˆ0 k1 + kp0 − p̂0 k1 + ke0 − ê0 k1 .

(5)

Lexp , Lpose , and Leye are the L2 norm losses for facial expression, head pose, and eye blink AU respectively. We also
introduce the motion loss U to guarantee the inter-frame
continuity:
Lexp =
Lpose =

T
−1
X

V(ft , fˆt ) + ω5

t=0

t=1

T
−1
X

T
−1
X

V(pt , p̂t ) + ω5

t=0

Leye =

T
−1
X

T
−1
X

U(ft−1 , ft , fˆt−1 , fˆt ),
U(pt−1 , pt , p̂t−1 , p̂t ),

t=1

V(et , êt ) + ω5

t=0

T
−1
X

U(et−1 , et , êt−1 , êt ),

t=1

(6)
where V(xt , x̂t ) = ||xt −x̂t ||22 , and U(xt−1 , xt , x̂t−1 , x̂t ) =
kxt −xt−1 −(x̂t − x̂t−1 )k22 is to guarantee the temporal consistency between adjacent frames. ω5 is a weight to balance
these two terms. Here we use x to represent the groundtruth values of the predicted x̂.
The loss of facial discriminator Df is defined as:
LF-GAN = arg min max Ef ,p,e [log Df (f , p, e)]+
Gf

Df

Ea,s [log(1 − Df (Gf (a, s))],

(7)

where the generator Gf is composed of two sub-generators
Gtem and Gloc , minimizing this objective function, while
discriminator Df are optimized for maximization. The final
loss function is then defined as:
Lf acial = ω6 LF-GAN + LReg .
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(8)

Figure 4. Illustration of the part sensitive encoding map. Our final
generated encoding e) is composed of two parts: c) estimated blink
AU, and d) eye attention maps.

temporal coherency, we use a window of size 2Nw with the
current frame at the center of the window.
By following Chan et al.’s method [6], we train our
rendering-to-video network consisting of a generator Gr
and a multi-scale discriminator Dr = (Dr1 , Dr2 , Dr3 ) that
are optimized alternatively in an adversarial manner. The
w
generator Gr takes the stacked tensor Xt = {Iˆt }t+N
t−Nw of
size W × H × 8Nw as input and outputs a photo-realistic
image Gr (Xt ) of the target person. The conditional discriminator Dr takes the stacked tensor Xt and a checking
frame (either a real image I or a generated image Gr (Xt ))
as input and discriminates whether the checking frame is
real or not. The loss function can be formulated as:
X
(LR−GAN (Gr , Dri ) + λ1 LF M (Gr , Dri ))
Lrender =

3.3. Implicit Part-Sensitive Encoding

Dri ∈Dr

With the combination of geometry, texture and illumination coefficients from reference video and generated expression and head pose coefficients from input audio, we
can render the 3D face with personalized head movements.
3D model describes the head pose better than 2D methods
by rotating and translating the head. However, it is very difficult for 3D reconstruction methods to capture the subtle
motions in the upper face region, especially for eye blinks
as shown in Fig. 4. We combine the advantages of both
3D model and 2D action units to generate talking face with
personalized head movements and natural eye blinks.
An intuitive solution is to directly concatenate the blink
value to face image channels. However, convolutional neural networks can not recognize this channel for the eye part.
We propose to use an eye attention map, which first locates
the eye region, and then only changes the pixel value of this
region according to the blinking AU value.
We first mark the vertices of the eye regions in 3D models. The vertices are identified from the mean face geometry
of 3D Morphable Model (3DMM) by the following criteria:
(vx − centerx )2 /4 + (vy − centery )2 < th,

(9)

where vx , vy are the x, y values of vertex v, and centerx ,
centery are the x, y values of the center of each eye landmark. Threshold th is used to adjust the size of eye regions.
During the 3D face rendering, we locate pixels related
with marked regions to generate the eye attention map for
each face image in Fig. 4. Finally, we apply the normalized
blinking value to the pixels in the eye attention map.

3.4. Rendering-to-Video Network
We employ the rendering-to-video network to translate
the rendering images into the final photo-realistic images.
Inspired by Kim et al. [20], we first combine the rendering
image with the eye attention map to generate the training
input data Iˆ with a size of W × H × 4 (rendering image
with 3 channels, attention map with 1 channel). To ensure

+ λ2 LV GG (Gr (Xt ), I) + λ3 L1 (Gr (Xt ), I),
(10)
where LR−GAN (Gr , Dr ) is the GAN adversarial loss,
LF M (Gr , Dr ) denotes the discriminator feature-matching
loss proposed by [33], LV GG (Gr , I) is a VGG perceptual
loss [18] for semantic level similarities, and L1 (Gr , I) is an
absolute pixel error loss.
The optimal network parameters can be obtained by
solving a typical min-max optimization:
Gr∗ = arg min
max
Lrender (Gr , Dr ).
r
r
G

D

(11)

4. Dataset Collection
As mentioned above, previous popular datasets mostly
neglect the combination of explicit and implicit attributes.
For example, GRID [13] provides a fixed head pose for talking head video, and some other datasets do not focus on the
attributes of one specific person, e.g., LRW [11] includes
many short clips of different people. To jointly incorporate
the explicit and implicit attributes for neural talking heads,
we adopt the talking head dataset from Zhang et al. [38],
with rich information, i.e., dynamic head poses, eye motions, lip synchronization as well as the 3D face model for
each frame in an automatic collection manner.
Audio preprocessing. We employ DeepSpeech [17] to
extract speech features. DeepSpeech outputs the normalized log probabilities of characters in 50 Frames Per Second
(FPS), which forms an array of size 50 × D for each second. Here D = 29 is the number of speech features in each
frame. We resample the output to 30 FPS using linear interpolation to match the video frames in our dataset, which
generates an array of size 30 × D for each second.
Head pose and eye motion field. To automatically collect the head pose as well as to detect the eye motions, we
adopt OpenFace [2] for the face parameter generation of
each video frame. The rigid head pose p ∈ R6 is represented by Euler angles (pitch θx , yaw θy , roll θz ) and a
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Figure 5. Comparisons with ATVG [9], DAVS [40], Zhou et al. [41] and Yi et al. [36]. The first row is corresponding video frames with
input audio. a) and c) are the generated video frames. b) and d) are the corresponding tracemaps of facial landmarks in multiple frames.
From the tracemaps we can see our generated head motions are highly consistent with the source videos.

3D translation vector t ∈ R3 . To depict the eye motions,
Action Units (AUs) [15] are exploited to define the action
intensities of muscle groups around the eye regions.
3D face reconstruction. To automatically generate 3D
face models, we adopt Deng et al.’s method [14] to generate face parameters [Fid , Fexp ,Ftex ,γ], where Fid ∈ R80 ,
Fexp ∈ R64 and Ftex ∈ R80 are the coefficients for geometry, expression, and texture, respectively for the 3D Morphable Model (3DMM) [3]. γ ∈ R27 is the spherical harmonics (SH) [25] illumination coefficients. The parametric
face model of 3DMM consists of a template triangle mesh
with N vertices and an affine model which defines face geometry S ∈ R3N and texture T ∈ R3N :
S = S + Bid Fid + Bexp Fexp ,
T = T + Btex Ftex ,

(12)

where S and T ∈ R3N denote the averaged face geometry
and texture, respectively. Bid , Btex and Bexp are the PCA
basis of geometry,texture and expression adopted from the
Basel Face Model [22] and FaceWareHouse [5].
Dataset statistics. The proposed dataset contains rich
samples of more than 450 video clips which are collected
from the videos used by Agarwal et al. [1]. Each video clip
lasts for around 1 minute. We re-normalize all videos to
30 FPS, forming 535,400 frames in total. We further divide
our dataset using a train-val-test split of 5-1-4. Each video

clip in our dataset has a stable fixed camera and appropriate
lighting, with only one speaker for stable face generation.

5. Experiments
5.1. Network Learning
Training. Our training scheme consists of two steps: (1)
We first optimize FACIAL-GAN loss Lf acial based on our
whole training dataset, which mainly considers the general
mapping between the audio and the generated attributes. (2)
Given a reference video V, we first extract the audio feature a, 3D face model, head pose p and eye blinking AU e.
Then we fine-tune the FACIAL-GAN loss Lf acial to learn
the personalized talking style. Meanwhile, we optimize the
rendering loss Lrender to learn the mapping from rendered
faces with eye attention maps to the final video frame.
Testing. Given the input audio, we first use the finetuned FACIAL-GAN to map the audio features to expression f , head pose p and eye blink AU e, which have the personalized talking style of the reference video. Then, we render the corresponding face images and eye attention maps,
and convert them to a photo-realistic target video with the
personalized talking style.
Implementation details. All experiments are conducted
on a single NVIDIA 1080-Ti GPU using Adam [21] optimizer and a learning rate of 0.0001. We use a sliding window of size T = 128 to extract training samples of audio
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Figure 6. Comparison to 2D GAN-based Vougioukas et al.’s [32]
and Chen et al.’s [7] methods.

same characters, and our results are of higher visual quality
than all other methods.
We further compare our method with the audio-driven facial reenactment methods [28, 29], which first generate the
lip area that is in sync with the input audio, and compose it
to an original video. We show qualitative results based on
the same character - Barack Obama, and facial reenactment
methods can generate photo-realistic talking videos in Fig.
7. However, their generated implicit attributes (e.g., head
pose and eye blinks) are exactly from the original video,
which means that the length of the generated video is limited by the reference video, otherwise, a special video connection technology must be used.
5.2.2

Figure 7. Comparison to Suwajanakorn et al.’s Synthesizing
Obama [28] and Thies et al.’s Neural Voice Puppetry [29].

and video, and use a sliding distance of 5 frames between
neighboring samples. A total of 50 epochs are trained with
a batch size of 64 for general training. For the fine-tuning
step, it takes 10 epochs with a batch size of 16. For the
rendering-to-video network, the training process takes 50
epochs with a batch size of 1 with a learning rate decay for
the last 30 epochs. In our experiments, the parameters in
Eqs. (4), (6), (8) are ω1 = 2, ω2 = 1, ω3 = 5, ω4 = 10,
ω5 = 10, and ω6 = 0.1. The parameters in Eq. (10) are
λ1 = 2, λ2 = 10, and λ3 = 50.

5.2. Comparison with State-of-the-Arts
5.2.1

Qualitative Comparison

As shown in Fig. 5, we first compare our results with four
state-of-the-art audio-driven talking face video generation
methods: ATVG [9], DAVS [40], Zhou et al. [41] and Yi et
al. [36]. The ATVG and DAVS are 2D-based methods that
take an audio sequence and a target image as input. The
head pose and eye blink in their generated videos are fully
static, which is a contradiction to the human sense. Zhou et
al. [41] uses face landmarks as an intermediate step to generate talking face videos. However, using landmark positions to represent them cannot fully capture head pose
dynamics. By using 3D face model, Yi et al. [36] generates photo-realistic talking videos. However, its generated
head pose shows subtle movements, as can be seen from
its tracemaps in Fig. 5, and the eye blinks are completely
static. In contrast, with collaborative learning of explicit
and implicit attributes, our method generates realistic talking face video with personalized head movements and realistic eye blinking. We also compare our method with 2D
GAN-based Vougioukas et al.’s [32] and Chen et al.’s [7]
methods in Fig. 6. The comparisons are conducted on the

Quantitative Evaluation

Landmark distance metric: We apply the Landmark Distance (LMD) proposed by Chen et al. [8] for accuracy evaluation of lip movement.
Sharpness metric: The frame sharpness is evaluated by the
cumulative probability blur detection (CPBD).
Lip-sync metric: We evaluate the synchronization of lip
motion with input audio by SyncNet [12], which calculates
the Audio-Visual (AV) Offset and Confidence scores to determine the lip-sync error.
Eye blink metric: The average human eye blinking rate
is 0.28-0.45 blinks/s and average inter-blink duration is
0.41s [26]. These reference values will vary for different
people and speaking scenarios.
Personalization metric: One high-quality synthesizing
should be able to generate personalized characteristics for
different identities. To evaluate this personalization capability, we train a typical N -way pose classification network
(see supplementary for more information) of N identities
by matching their input head poses or eye blinks.
As shown in Tab. 1, it can be found our model can
generate personalized attributes and surpasses most existing methods [9, 40, 41, 36], which verifies the effectiveness
of our collaborative learning network.

5.3. Ablation Studies
In our FACIAL-GAN module, we generate temporal correlation feature z and local phonetic feature c, and then use
decoders to convert those two features into facial attributes
including expression, head pose, and eye blinking AU. Here
we evaluate the importance of these two features. As shown
in Fig. 8, the generated videos result in -3 / 4.309 (AV offset / confidence) in second row (w/o Gloc ), and -2 / 4.051
in third row (w/o Gtem ), and -2 / 5.127 for our combined
method. In addition, from the tracemaps we can see the
head motion is more static without the Gtem network.
We also evaluate our part-sensitive encoding module.
For video frames without eye attentions, the blinking fre-
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Table 1. Quantitative comparisons of state-of-the-art models and our model. Better values are highlighted in bold.

Method

LMD

CPBD

AV offset

AV confidence

blinks/s

blink dur. (s)

ATVG [9]
DAVS [40]
Zhou [41]
Yi [36]
Ours

5.31
4.54
4.97
3.82
3.57

0.119
0.144
0.271
0.291
0.314

-1
-3
-2
-2
-2

4.048
2.796
5.086
4.060
5.216

N/A
N/A
0.42
N/A
0.47

N/A
N/A
0.21
N/A
0.26

Personalization
blinks head pose
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
0.40
0.52
N/A
0.30
0.73
0.85

Table 2. User study analyses of our model with state of the arts.

Implicit
Att.
7
3

Figure 8. Ablation study for Gtem and Gloc .

Method
ATVG [9]
DAVS [40]
Zhou [41]
Yi [36]
Vougioukas [32]
Chen [7]
Ours
Real video

Image

Lip

Pose

Blink

-1.1
-1.2
0.8
1.6
-0.6
-1.2
1.6
1.9

0.2
-1.7
0.9
0.8
1.1
0.2
1.2
2.0

-1.6
-1.7
0.6
0.9
-1.3
0.3
1.7
1.9

-1.3
-1.6
1.0
0.2
-1.4
-0.3
1.4
2.0

are required to evaluate each video 4 times based on the
evaluation criteria. The evaluation scores include: -2 (very
bad), -1 (bad), 0 (normal), 1 (good), 2 (very good). Every
participant learns 3 examples first, and then evaluates 18
videos of either real video or synthesized from face generation methods. We calculate the average value of evaluated
results for each method. Participants’ evaluation results are
summarized in Table 2, which indicates that our method is
better than state-of-the-art methods.

6. Discussion and Future Work

Figure 9. Ablation study for part-sensitive encoding maps.

quencies of generated videos are extremely low and unnatural. We sample 1,569 video clips from our testing dataset
and each clip is about 4 seconds. Then we calculate the distribution of eye blinks for video clips and the distribution
of blink duration time with and without eye attention maps
in Fig. 9. The blinking frequency and duration from the
results of our method are similar to that of the real videos.

5.4. User Studies
We conduct user studies to compare the generated results
from the human perspective. 20 volunteers participate in the
study to evaluate the video quality based on four criteria: 1)
photo-realistic image quality, 2) audio-lip synchronization,
3) natural head motion, 4) realistic eye blinks. Participants

In this work, we focus on implicit attribute learning targeting for natural head poses and eye blinks. It should be
noted that human talking videos still have other implicit
attributes, e.g., gaze motion, body and hand gestures, microexpressions, etc., which are guided by other dimensions
of information and may require specific designs of other
network components. We hope our FACIAL framework
could be a stepping stone towards the future exploration of
implicit attribute learning along with those directions.
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